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This is a 3.0‐hour On‐Demand training
Training Description
Inhibitory control is a central aspect of executive function and is crucial to
appropriate human functioning. Inhibition is the ability to self‐regulate, control,
suppress, and monitor one’s actions, thoughts, behaviors, emotions, attention, and
impulses in order to achieve a desired goal. Impaired inhibition can lead to a host of
consequences, including impulse control deficits, a reduced ability to detect and
correct errors, and an increased risk of engaging in problematic, careless, and
concerning behaviors. Relative to the general population, clients involved in
psycholegal settings experience increased incidents of disinhibition. This training is
designed for professionals interested in learning about the causes, consequences,
and screening and interventions associated with disinhibition among clients
involved in psycholegal settings. A section of this training will examine the impact
inhibitory control dysfunction has on clients diagnosed with ADHD, autism
spectrum disorder (ASD), fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), intellectual and
developmental disability (IDD), and traumatic‐brain injury (TBI). Other related topics
discussed during this training will include excessive screen time exposure, HPA Axis
dysfunction, abstract reasoning, adaptive functioning, addictive tendencies,
analogical reasoning deficits, anosognosia, attentional deficits, disruptive behavioral
disorders, choice‐making deficits, cognitive flexibility, credulity, effortful control
(EC), emotion regulation, emotional awareness, error detection issues, error‐
processing deficits, goal‐directed behavior, joint attention, language development,
metacognitive, problem solving, problematic driving behaviors, processing speed
deficits, procrastination, rumination, self‐monitoring, sluggish cognitive tempo
(SCT), social competence, suggestibility, Theory of Mind (ToM), trauma and other
adverse life experiences, and working memory to name a few. Empirically based
research findings will be highlighted throughout this training.
Training Objectives
1. Define inhibition and other related constructs.
2. Learn about the factors associated with early emergence of inhibitory control
and other important developmental competencies.
3. Learn about the cause, consequences, and red flag indicators associated with
disinhibition.
4. Learn about the psycholegal implications associated with disinhibition.
5. Learn about screening and intervention approaches for disinhibition among
psycholegal populations
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COST: $69.00 (Individual Rate)
REGISTRATION: Online at https://www.aiafs.com/trainingsod.asp. This event is a recorded, on‐demand training
event with participants able to watch at their convenience. Details on how to access each on‐demand event will be
sent after registration is complete. Note: Participants will not have the ability to do a Question and Answer session or
interact with the presenter and this may affect CEU approvals.
For additional info, contact Darian @ 612‐250‐5432 ‐ or ‐ Email: aiafsassoc@gmail.com

